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Over the past decades, Hong Kong has always been a popular
shopping destination for tourists. However, under the threat

of being caught up by other Asian countries such as Singapore,
Thailand and South Korea, Hong Kong has to make extra
effort to compete. Among those countries, Singapore is the
chief competitor of Hong Kong. According to the World Com-
petitiveness Yearbook (2002), out of 49 economies worldwide,
Singapore and Hong Kong are ranked the 2nd and 6th places
respectively in 2001. Today, the tourism industries of both
cities have reached the mature stage, meaning that oppor-
tunity of growth is limiting. In view of the importance of shopping
to the tourism industries of Hong Kong and Singapore, 309
international visitors were surveyed about their shopping ex-
pectations and perceptions of Hong Kong and Singapore. The
information gathered is crucial for Hong Kong to improve the
quality of its shopping service and product if it wishes to meet
the challenge of Singapore as the preferred shopping destina-
tion and to re-establish its reputation as the “shopping para-
dise” of the Asia Pacific region. In the following, the major find-
ings of the study are highlighted.
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Shopping paradise: Hong Kong or Singapore?
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Profile of respondents

Table 1 shows the profile of the respondents. Out of the
309 respondents, 51.5% are male and 48.5% are female. The
most dominant age group is “28 to 37”; followed by “18 to 27”;
“58 or above” and “48 to 57” respectively. The majority of the
respondents have reached university level while the rest are
secondary school graduates. Respondents from Europe, Africa
and the Middle East account for 51.1%; followed by the Ameri-
cas (19.8%); North and Southeast Asia (10.9%); China (9.4%);
and Australia and New Zealand (8.8%). For monthly personal
income, 45.3% fall into the “US$1,001-US$3,000” category.

Tourists’ general shopping expectations

Table 2 shows the findings on the respondents’ general
expectations of 14 shopping attributes. Results reveal that “product
reliability”, “variety of product selection”, “opening hours
of shop” and “neatness and cleanliness of shop” are the
four most important shopping attributes.  On the contrary,
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Table 1: Profile of respondents (n=309)
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Characteristics Categories Frequency Percentage (%)

��=Gender � Male NRV RNKR

� Female NRM QUKR

��E�F NU=J=OT SP OMKQ

Age (years old) OU=J=PT NOS QMKU

PU=J=QT NV SKN

QU=J=RT QT NRKO

RU=H RQ NTKR

�� ! �� !"=Primary or below M M

Education level �� Secondary QO NPKS

��=L=�� !" OST USKQ

College / University or above

�� ! �� China OV VKQ

Country of residence �� North Asia R NKS

�� Southeast Asia OV VKP

�� !�"#$ NRU RNKN

Europe, Africa & Middle East

�� Americas SN NVKU

�� !"# OT UKU

Australia & New Zealand

�� !"# M=J=NIMMM RV NVKN

E��F NIMMN=J=OIMMM UP OSKV

Monthly personal OIMMN=J=PIMMM RT NUKQ

income (US dollars) PIMMN=J=QIMMM PS NNKS

QIMMN=J=RIMMM OM SKR

RIMMN=J=SIMMM NP QKO

SIMMN=H QN NPKP
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Table 2: Expectation mean score and ranking of 14 shopping attributes
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Shopping Attribute Mean value Ranking

�� !=Product reliability RKUP N

�� !"#=Variety of product selection RKUO O

�� !"#$=Opening hours of shop RKTU P

�� !"#=Neatness and cleanliness of shop RKTP Q

�� !=Availability of product RKTN R

�� !"=Efficiency of sales staff RKSR S

�� !"#$=Choice of payment methods RKSN T

�� !=Value for money RKSM U

�� !"#=Attitude of sales staff RKRU V

�� !"#=Accessibility of shop RKRP NM

�� !=Price of product RKPR NN

�� !"#$%=Language ability of sales staff RKNV NO

�� !=Window display QKTT NP

�� !"#=Lighting and physical setting of shop QKTR NQ
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Note: Mean value “1” = “very unimportant” and “7” = “very important”
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Table 3: Comparison of shopping experiences in Hong Kong and

Singapore

�� !"#$=Shopping attribute

�� !"#=Hong Kong performs better

�=�� !=Price of product

�=�� !"#=Accessibility of shop

�=�� !=Value for money

�=�� !"#=Variety of product selection

�=�� !"#$=Opening hours of shop

�=�� !=Availability of product

�� !"#$=Singapore performs better

�=�� !=Product reliability

�=�� !"#$%=Language ability of sales staff

�=�� !"#=Attitude of sales staff

�=�� !"=Efficiency of sales staff

�=�� !=Window display

�=�� !"#=Neatness and cleanliness of shop

�=�� !"#=Lighting and physical setting of shop

�=�� !"#$=Choice of payment methods
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“window display” and “lighting and physical setting of shop” are
the least important.

Shopping experiences in Hong Kong and
Singapore

Table 3 shows the comparison of shopping experiences
between Hong Kong and Singapore. There are six areas in which
Hong Kong performs better than Singapore. They are “price of
product”, “accessibility of shop”, “value for money”, “variety of
product selection”, “opening hours of shop” and “availability of
product”. Singapore, on the other hand, performs better than
Hong Kong in eight areas. They are “product reliabil ity”, “ lan-
guage ability of sales staff”, “attitude of sales staff”, “efficiency
of sales staff”, “window display”, “neatness and cleanliness of
shop”, “lighting and physical setting of shop” and “choice of payment
methods”.
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In this study, “product reliability” is rated as the shop-
ping attribute for which international tourists express their
highest expectation. Unfortunately, Singapore has performed
better than Hong Kong in this aspect as perceived by the
tourists. From the tourists’ point of view, it is extremely im-
portant that the products sold are able to perform the prom-
ised functions reliably and accurately. It would be difficult for
tourists to return a defective product to the retail shop once
they return to their home countries. Any worldwide warranty
would have no meaning because it usually involves intricate and
complicated procedures. It is thus crucial for sales person-
nel in Hong Kong to be honest and not to over-promise functions
and quality of the products.

The failing of Hong Kong in meeting visitors’ expecta-
tions of “product reliability” is possibly due to the unscru-
pulous practices of some shops in the tourist shopping areas.
Most cases relate to the “bait and switch” trick in which tour-
ists are first attracted by a low-priced item and then persuaded
to buy another item, sometimes an out-dated model, at an in-
flated price. Therefore, stringent punishment by laws should be
reinforced to prohibit such activity and effective complaint channels
for tourists must be established. Accessible and visible com-
plaint service counters can be set up in major shopping areas,
malls, the airport and transportation terminals. All in all, Hong
Kong must work hard to rebuild the confidence of its visi-
tors that shops in Hong Kong are reliable. In general, Singapore
is perceived to be far more honest.

Since the majority of the respondents in this study are
well educated with a high purchasing power, they are more concerned
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about the range of products. One similar study with Taiwanese
tourists in Hong Kong states that garments, electronic and sound
equipment, leather goods, cosmetics and perfumes offer the
best value for money. Despite results show that Hong Kong
has outperformed Singapore in this area, retailers must con-
stantly examine the types of products the tourists prefer.
The knowledge will help them revise their business plans peri-
odically so that they can maintain their market positions in the
international context.

It is also lucid for “opening hours of shop” to rank third
in importance. Visitors usually have very tight business or sightseeing
schedules, which leave them with l ittle time for shopping. Al-
though this study shows that Hong Kong scored a significantly
higher rating than Singapore here, shops in Hong Kong should
further extend their opening hours to make shopping even
more convenient to the tourists, especially at weekends and
during festive seasons.

With regard to salespeople, Singapore outshines Hong
Kong noticeably in all the three related issues, namely “language
ability of sales staff”, “attitude of sales staff” and “effi-
ciency of sales staff”. Thus, Hong Kong must seriously re-
view its strategies to improve the customer service quality
of salespeople. The relatively poor proficiency in English and
Putonghua among Hong Kong people in general is an undispu-
table fact when compared with Singapore. The Hong Kong Government
must see to the need of implementing intensive workplace English
and Putonghua programmes. To implement the strategy successfully,
funding from the government and subsidies from the employ-
ers for recognised language programmes must form a contin-
ued part of the scheme, which should provide both support
and encouragement for service personnel.

Conclusion

To sum up, the study cannot conclude that Hong Kong
has any significant advantage over Singapore as a preferred
destination. On the contrary, the retail industry of Hong Kong
must work together with the authorities and all the organisations
concerned to confront each of the eight attributes that Singapore
does better than Hong Kong. It is only when these eight at-
tributes are tackled that Hong Kong will be in a better position
to meet the challenge from Singapore as the preferred shop-
ping destination. 

Mr Sylvester Yeung is a lecturer of the School of Hotel and
Tourism Management of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University.


